HoY Newsletter 25th January—Year 9
Head of Year’s Message:
Hi all,
I hope you are all staying safe and well in this second round of lockdown and remote learning. In what was a
strange 2020, this is also a difficult way to begin our 2021, but I am so glad to see the dedication and resilience of
our Year 9 students as they continue to log in each day to access their online learning. The attendance of the students continues to improve every day and the effort being put into their work and lessons is also extraordinary and
we will celebrate this in a moment.
I want to take this time to remind you that you are doing brilliantly. Working at home isn’t easy but hopefully with
the live lessons your teachers are presenting you feel supported and able to access the work. Parents, managing
the home schooling around the rest of the family, work and other commitments isn’t easy and I thank you all for
your hard work and support in getting the students online and working, it makes such a difference.
Support is always available. Talk to me, your form tutors, Mrs Neale or Mrs Mulliner if you need to. Access Zumos
for extra resources to help facilitate that support – your tutors have all the information to help you log in and set
up an account and are using it during your form time.
You will also find an email will be sent out containing a link to a small survey, one for students and one for parents,
on behalf of the pastoral team. Please could I ask you fill this in, it will take less than 5 minutes, so we can understand how we are doing and what extra support may be needed.
And as a reminder, here is the absence line’s direct number to phone if your child is unwell and unable to participate in their lessons. 01277 238919

Please feel free to contact me if you need anything.

Miss Gosling
e.gosling.bch@osborne.coop
Workers of the Week
As always, I have been busy talking to all your teachers to look at your attendance and engagement in your remote learning. I
am so impressed by how well you are all doing and it is so difficult to pick just two winner for this newsletter. Below I have selected those who have been given top marks across their lessons for engagement, but below this I have also listed those who
received praise across the board as you are all doing so fantastically.

Firstly, this individual is named as my first ‘Worker of the Week’ due to their phenomenal effort to complete their work at
home. This individual has received positive praise from every subject and has completed all work set for him so far as well as
earning two outstanding badges for the work submitted. So, congratulations to … Taylor J.

My second ‘Worker of the Week’ also got unanimous positive feedback from all of her teachers showing me just how hard she
is working to keep on top of all of her studies. This student has completed all her live lessons and assignments also earned
some outstanding recognition for her hard work. So, congratulations to … Caitlin P.

A special well done to all of the following who received lots of positive feedback from their teachers and are working hard too.

Theofania D

Isabelle F

Evie G

Kayley G

Holly H

Thomas P

Freya P

Katie R

Zachary T

Freddie W

Daisy W

Faith T

Keira S

Jake S

Scarlett R

Jayden R

Saffron R-D

Caradoc O-A

Pramit J

Harry H

Jamie N

Sophie E

Oscar E-G

Callum D

Grace D

Katie D

Primrose C

Joe C

Ruby B

Scarlett B

Bobby B

Riley A-W

Excellent Work

Miss Jordan has submitted two excerpt’s from her classes
recent assessment as excellent examples of work.

She was particularly impressed by the way Zachary T’S
was able to understand the context of the film and use
such advanced terminology so early on.

Great job, both of you!

Miss Day was really impressed by Kayley G’s and Grace D’s effort in their
history lesson learning about their
medicine topic.

Mr Gregory wanted to celebrate the fantastic work of Isabelle F
who created some beautiful letter work design. He also commended Freddie W’s excellent work on his balloon powered buggy design.

Mr Kingdom wants to send his congratulations to Oscar E-G for his excellent Geography work.

Student Shout-Out;
Miss Biykele wants to send a shout out to Paige C for her dedication to her French studies. She is very impressed by
the level of effort she is putting into her work and checking in with Miss to see if she can improve on it.

Miss Bowerfield wanted to commend the hard work of Keira S, Ethan S, Saffron R-D, Theo D and Kayley G on their
fantastic music lesson where they took part in lots of discussion about songs with important messages and shared

House points

2184

1039

2557

2697

2390

Here are the up to date house points for Year 9.
Keep all your HoY challenges coming in and ensure you are working hard to gain
achievement points for your house!

